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AB SO RPTION EFFECTS IN CHARGE AND HYPERCHARGE EXCHANGE REACTIONS 
1 .  INTRODUCTION 
B .  SADOULE T 
In this talkl ) , we would l ike to give a phenomenological inter­
pretation of the following s imple charge and hypercharge exchange 
reactions 
and 
pp -+ AA , KrY + charge conj ugated , L+L+ 
in the region of 5 GeV/c incident momentum . 
1 . 1  What has been said? 
. 2 )  These reactions have been a l ready discu s s ed i n  previous talks of 
th i s  meeting . We can sununarize the conclusions reached as follows 
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a) Exchange degeneracy of Regge Poles i f  reasonably good for 
charge exchange reactions , is badly broken in hypercharge exchange reacti 
around 5 GeV/c incident momentum . 
b )  I n  spite o f  this problem, S U 3  symmetry i s  surpr i singly good . 
c )  The breaking of exchange degeneracy seems to be mainly related 
to s channel helicity amp l i tude and more precisely to the imaginary 
part of the negative s ignature exchange . 
d) No model with predictive power can explain the data . In par­
ticular the traditionnal absorption model s  fa il completely in describing 
the rr-p+rr0n polari zation and the relative magnitude of hypercharge 
exchange , line reversed reactions . 
1 . 2  What will be said? 
Exchange degeneracy and SU3 symmetry have the appealing feature 
of providing a s imple description of exchange amplitudes ,  and may be 
considered as a reasonable first order . However , something is lacking : 
the absolute s i z e  of colliding objects and the shape of the interaction 
volume . In particular nowhere seem to be included absorption effects 
which, in our mind , are a fundamental feature of hadron interactions . 
In �his talk , we claim that deviations from exchange degeneracy 
may be due es sentially to absorption effects . We try to determine from 
the data what are their character i s tics . 
2 .  WHY ABSORPTION? 
Since it is the first time we speak of absorption ir. thi s  meeting , 
i t  may b e  worthwhile t o  recall in a s chematj c way some o f  the under-
lying ideas . 
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2 . 1  Underlaying ideas 
Let us consider the collision of 
parameter [b = (J+�) / q ,  J=total spin , 
to the radius of the incident obj ects , 
2 hadrons . If the impact 
q=c . m .  momentum] is comparable 
very likely the hadrons will 
be nearly not disturbed : They will slightly change of quantum numbers 
and of direction as we observe in ordinary 2 body reactions . On the 
contrary if the impact parameter is small ,  the amount of matter each 
hadron has to go through , is important and they radiate . We have no 
more a 2 body reaction but a multibody reaction . We expect therefore 
in impact parameter representation that the amplitudes of 2 body 
reactions are depres sed at low impact parameter due to the opening of 
these other channe ls . (See Fig . l ) . This ( suspected) phenomenon i s  
called absorption . 
Dar 3 l  as early as 1 9 6 3  has invoked this picture and proposed 
an optical description of 2 body reactions . The 2 body collision 
takes place in an annular region of. radius R and 
dcr 
dt (J 0=cylindrical Bessel function) . 
The main problem with such an approach is that there is no natural 
prescription for the energy dependence and the phase of amplitudes . 
Another approach is based on the be l i e f  that exchanges are 
responsible for hadron interaction and that the resulting amplitudes 
are depressed at low impact parameter by absorption . Such a model 
has been proposed in 1962 by Sopkovitch and developped especially by 
Gottfried and Jackson 4 l . It has been soon recognised that one should 
not only take into account the nearest singularity but the exchange of 
the whole family of parti cles with the same naturality and internal 
quantum numbe rs : This l eads to Regge pol e s  in t channel, to which some 
absorption cuts should be probably added as originally proposed in 1965 
b y  Cohen-Tannoudj i e t  a l .  and Arnold51 • In practice , starting , in the 
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impact parameter representation , from a Regge amplitude R (b ) , one multi­
plies it by some absorption function S (b )  small at b=o and converging to 
l at l arge b .  As sketched in Fig . l  this leads to a final amplitude 
T (b )  = R(b )  x S (b )  which shows the expected features . 
In 1968 , duality and the apparent absence of exotic resonances 
led to the concept of exchange degeneracy of Regge poles . At that time 
begins the opposition of two schools . 
Michigan school 6 l proposed the, strong cut Regge absorption model 
( SCRAM) where the absorption is so strong that exchange degeneracy has 
no reason to be true for Regge poles . In particular none of the zeros 
predicted by exchange degeneracy is used in the Regge input. If  valid 
at all , exchange degeneracy is considered as an approximate property 
of the final amplitude T (b ) . Harari recently has proposed to implement 
this property automatically through the so called dual absorptive model . 
The so-called Argonne Schoo17 l (also well  represented in Europe : 
Saclay ,  Orsay , CERN , etc . )  on the contrary considers that exchange 
degenerate Regge poles are probably a reasonable first order in the 
description of hadron collision . The resulting amplitudes have then 
to be corrected for absorption . This approach has the advantage of 
leaving relatively little freedom in the properties of exchanges and 
will be adopted in the following . 
2 . 2  Quali tative results of this absorpt ive approach 
With this a3sumption of exchange degenerate Regge poles 
modified by absorptio11 , what kind of qualitative results are expected? 
reactions . 
Simple S U 3  considerations 8 l show that the charge exchange reaction 
we are cons idering are dominated by the s channe l helicity flip 
of the baryon while hypercharge exchange reactions are dominated by 
2 1 0  
helicity non flip 
But absorption modifies mainly helicity non flip amp l itudes .  
This may b e  seen on Fig . 2 .  
Let us consider an helicity non flip amp l i tude 
s f (t )  ++ at e ( t  momentum transfer) 
and analyse i t  i n  impact parameter b :  
s
f ( b )  ++ 1 2a 
2 
exp ( - b  /4a) . 
Thi s  gauss ian function has its maximum at b=o and the effect of ab-
sorption is drastic : The resulting differential cross sec tion has a 
large tail which may be interpretated as a signature of absorption 
effects . On the contrary a helicity flip amplitude 
gives 
s








exp ( -b2/ 4 a )  
which is hardly modi fied at a l l  b y  absorption . 
Therefore , charge exchange reactions are expected in this 
absorpt ive approach , to present features predicted by exchange 
degeneracy , while in hypercharge exchange the picture is completely 
disturbed by absorption . 
In spite of this nice qualitative prediction , " conventional 
absorption model s "  disagree strikingly with the data . We call 
" conventional" those mode l s  where the absorptive function S (b )  is 
identified with the asymptotic S matrix of elastic scattering ( o r  
some suitable mean of e lastic scattering in the initial and final 
state ) . Then you predict : 
2 1 1  
da ). dt '!Tp+KY > 
(where Y is an hyperon) and a wrong baryon polarization in charge 
exchange scattering . This is due to the fact that of the two terms 
1 and - i'!Ta e the Regge s i gnature factor , the later i s  less absorbed 
than the former s ince its rotating phase increases the proportion of 
high partial waves * . We will argue that in fact just the oppos ite 
happens around 5 GeV/c showing that s-u cross ing properties o f  ab-
sorption are not as s imple as usually assumed . 
3 .  OUR MODEL 
In the absence of a f i rm theoretical basis for absorptive 
correction s , we adopt the approach of fixing the Regge poles through 
theoretical and phenomenological considerations ; we then determine 
what kind of absorptions we should apply . 
3 . 1  Regge pole amplitudes 
We assume that the Regge poles are exchange degenerate and SU3 
symme tric ( a l lowing only a splitting of the masses ) .  Their trajectories 
are assumed to be l inear and the i r  reduced res idues constant ( see ref . l  
for further detai l s ) . Extrapolation to K* and K** poles a l lows us to 
fix the scale factor s
0 
( . 86 2:. . 1  GeV2 )  and the K*'ITK residu e .  W e  are 
then left with 4 " free " parameters , the two s - channel helicity 
amp l i tude res idues of one reaction e . g .  11-p+'1T0n and thce t.\• C D/F ratios 
for s channel helici ty f l ip and non flip ampl i tudes . .i. · ·:act the se 
four parameters are not compl etely arbitrary as sever ct '.  .. 1 1 dependent 
phenomenological considerations fix their order of magn itude 8 l . 
* In case of hypercharge exchange, difference of elastic c ro s s  
sections i s  n o t  sufficient to reverse the effec t .  
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3 . 2  Absorption 
We have parametrized our absorption in the form 
S ( b )  = 1-k ex��� ei � ) 
k is the strength of absorption of the s wave (when �=o ) , a is related 
to the width of absorption and � is some phase shift . This parametri-
zation in the conventional language corresponds to absorption by a non 
flat Pomeron . In order to keep the intuitive picture outlined above , 
we have decided to use the same absorption function for s channel 
helicity non flip and flip amp l i tudes . 
3 . 3 .  Fits 
we fixed by hand the four free parameters o f  Regge po les in the 
neighbourhood of generally accepted values and determine the absorption 
parameters for each reaction at e ach energy through computer fits . Some 
iterations have been nece s s ary to obtain a con s istent picture : reasonable 
fits and reasonable absorption parameters . Our D/F ratios are equal to 
those o f  Irving-al 9 ) . 
For hypercharge reactions we have f i tted the di fferential cross 
sections , and we have for each case three variable parameters : k ,  a ,  � .  
Some results are given in Fig . 4 . We then predict the polarisation 
(Fig . 5 ) which are in good agreement with the existing data ( except for 
pp-+i\J\ . We refer the reader to Ref . l  for a discussion o f  that problem) . 
For charge exchange reactions , the s i tuation is more complicated . 
As indicated by our results in hypercharge exchange reactions , the ab-
sorption parameters k ,  a ,  � are different for the 1 and -i 1m e terms 
of the signature factor . We have therefore six unknown which cannot 
safely be determined from a differential cross section . We have there­
fore chosen to fit the 11-p-+11°n amplitudes* as determined at 6 GeV/c 
by H alzen and Michael 1 o ) , and the polarization ( in order to take into 
* Rotated in order to reproduce the I t=o phase of the five pole model 
of Barger and Phil l ips l l ) . 
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ac count correlation s ) . The results are given in Fi g .  6 .  We give also 
the di fferential cross s ec t ion ( not fitted) i n  order to show the extra­
polation o f  our fi tted amp l i tudes to l t l > . 62 5  GeV
2
. The wrong pos i tion 
o f  the dip in TI p + TI0n is due to our i n s i s tance on the p traj e c tory to 
be l inear and go through the A
2
. I f  we assume then SU3 symmetry and 
that the absorption func tion behaves as an SU3 singlet we may make the 
predictions o f  
- o  
K p + K n  
+ 0 K n +  K p 
( as s uming moreover that 11 belongs to an 
SU3 o c te t )  
+ + + 
TI p + K l: ( wi th the D/F ratios of I rving et al . ) .  
The agreement as shown in F i g .  7 i s  reasonabl e .  The TI p + 11n d. 
is probably due to a too s trong absorption of h e l i c i ty flip amp l i tude . 
4 .  WHAT 00 WE LEARN ABOUT ABSORPT ION ? 
From the previous figure s , it is s een that we are abl e  to give 
an uni fied descr iption of charge and hypercharge exchange reactions in 
the framework o f  exchange degeneracy and SU3 , at the price , howeve r , of 
adj usting absorptive correc tion s . It remains to be shown that the s e  
corrections are cons i stent . From the l arge s e t  of absorption parame ters 
( * )  we obtained , we can ab s tract U12 following characte r i s t i c s : 
'l'h i : ; c d t 1  be seen frum l.l l C ·  :·; i m i. l a r i ly of tlll: parameters u!J tai ned 
fu r char(y_� r...i ! i d  l 1 ype rcharge.: cxcl i'-11 qe rnP son i_nducvd Y-C'dction:-; and Jl !, ty !JC'. 
( * ) For th r.: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1l ' r· i cal vaJ u, _1 -; w( · r l ' f r ' I  the r t ' •_1 1 i 1 ' J  ! 1  1 1 , i r  a r t  i ,  ] l I !  
illustrated by the fact that our predictions at 7 GeV/c for TI+p+K+E+ 
0 * )  from TI p + rr n is quite good (Fig . 7 )  . 
The only problem we have , in that respect,  is that our helicity 
flip amplitude for the production of A is too high . This is reflected 
by lar� values of the width of absorption and a poor fit in the forward 
direction . This problem is difficult to cure with reasonable D/F ratios 
and may indicate some SU3 breaking , or a too low p trajectory in TI p + TI0n .  
4 . 2  Effective absorption is rather strong 
Around an incident momentum of 5 GeV/c , k is approximately 
equal to 1 ,  showing that the absorption of the s wave is nearly com­
plete** · This is required especially in order to describe the strong 
break in the differential cross section of hypercharge exchange reactions . 
There is also , from our fits , an indication of a decrease of 
this strength when the energy increases . 
4 . 3  The s-u crossing behaviour of absorption is complicated 
-iTia 
Of the two terms 1 and e of the Regge signature factor , 
the latter is more absorbed around 5 GeV/c than the former . This can 
be seen from the following tables where we try to abstract typical 
values of the absorption parameters around 5 GeV/c . 
* 
, _____ _ ------ -- - - - --- --- . 
Strength k 
Width a 






3 . - 4 . GeV
-2 
4 . 
-iTI ( l+ . 8t) 4t -4 . e  2 e 
1 
. 8  - 1 . 
1 . 3  - 2 . GeV
-2 
. 8  - 1 . 2  
This is really a prediction since the F/D ratios have been deter­
mined from the comparison of A and E production . 
* *  Conventional models have a k around . 5 5 . 
n s  
The last l ine gives the effective "Pomeron" amplitude which correspond 
to our fitted absorption . It is seen that i ts " trajectory" is quite 
steep and that the main difference between the absorption of the two 
types o f  ampli tudes is  the difference of width a which is reflected 
in the difference of � .  
5 .  DISCUSS ION 
The phenomenological picture to which we arrive , is quite 
s imilar to what has been already described at this meeting by Martin 
and Michael .  I n  particular our amplitudes are very similar which is 
not so surprising since we use the same data and have simi lar phenome-
nological pre j udice s !  We would like only to comment o n  the consequences 
of the s-u crossing behaviour w e  have found . 
5 . 1  Relative absorption of real and imaginary part of amplitudes 
It is often stated that real part of amplitudes behaves in the 
way predicted by the Regge model while the imaginary part are strongly 
distorted . This val id statement seems to imply that real part are less 
absorbed than imaginary part and this last statement is wrong as shown 
by the polarization ii' at small t 
1? ct Im s ( f +-
Let us consider 
absorption 
n-p -+ K0A .  
s
f and +- are in phase in 
Let us switch on absorption in and neg le,:. t- J_ ts 
effect - anyway smal l - in s f In order to have positive pola-+-
rization , 
s f should be late in phase with respect to S f ++ +-
In n-p -+ n°n- since at small I t ! , the imaginary and real parts of 
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Regge amplitudes have the same sign-in order to produce this phase delay 
absorption should be stronger for the imaginary part than for the real 
par t .  In rr-p + K0A the situation is the opposite : in order to have 
positive polarization at small J t J the real part should be more 
strongly absorbed . 
We therefore prefer to speak of a greater absorption of rota-
ting phase Regge amplitudes than real ones . How this leads to the 
correct results can be shown as follows : 
Let us call R
1 a real Regge amplitude and c1 
the associated 
absorption correction and R2 a rotating phase amplitude and c2 
the 








- i rra 
1 + e 
The situation is schematized in the table 
Total amplitude Effect of absorption 
Creates an imaginary part 
Real part is more absorbed 
than imaginary part 
·
·
······-·· ··-· ----- ·
-
----··· 
--·-··---·--- --- ·-·-----; 
Cancels in Real part 
Adds in Imaginary part 
· ······- - -- ·····--·---·- --------------------! 
Adds in Real part 
Cancels in Imaginary part L-- - ·
·- -
--L-------...__---------�
:;:c°'.ier t.o have maximwn effects it is important to have a large 
?hase shi ft of absorption �
l 
in the case of real Regge amplitudes .  
I n  our model it can be interpretated as a consequence o f  the smallness 
of the t s lope of the effective Pomeron . In the model presented by 
Tran Thanh Vanl 2 ) at this meeting such a large phase shift is essen-
tially put in by hand . 
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Note that our illOdel predicts a positive polarization of the baryon in 
Another consequence of our model and especially of a large value 
.::!._jj_ is that the zeros of the imaginary part of s-channel helicity 
non-flip amplitudes (cross-over points) do not appear at the same t
c 
in all charge exchange reactions . This is readily seen from our 
previous discussion . With � 1  positive and large, Im R2 is less ab­
sorbed than Im (R1 - R2)  but more than Im (R1 + R2)  and we expect that 
O > t ( TI  p -+ TIOn) > t (K-p -+ K0n) > t ( TI  p -+ �n) 
c c c 
Exact calculations substantiate this result.  Experimentally 
around 6 GeV/c it seems that the cross-over point of n±p -+ n±p 
i: at a�out -0 . 15 GeV2 (with large errors) while the one of 
K-p -+ K-p is at -0 . 2 • This is in qualitative agreement with 
our orediction , although the cross-over points obtained in our fits 
are at too high values of l t l . In fact with our absorption function it 
is impossible in TI-p + n°n to fit at the same time the forward point 
of the imaginary part of the helicity non-flip amplitude and the posi-
tion of its zero . This comes obviously from the fact that the mean 
impact parameter of the amplitude is too low . Simple modifications 
of the low waves cannot cure the problem . Therefore , higher J compo­
nents , absent in exchange degenerate Regge poles , are necessary . 
In that sense we reach the same conclusion as H6gaasen and Michae1 1 3 ) . 
5 . 2  Peripherality of the helicity non-flip amplitudes 
By construction our absorption function increases the peripheralit 
of the amplitudes .  At intermediate energy , the absorption strength k 
is close to one , and therefore this effect is maximum . However , the 
exact impact parameter behaviour of the amplitudes is modified as indi-
cated above by the interplay of signs and the presence of phase . 
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Fig . 9  summarizes the expected behaviour of our amplitudes and it is  
seen that some o f  them are not peripheral at all . The peripherality 
of different amplitudes i s  characterized in the next table : 
amplitude 1 -
ina 1 -ina 1 + -i 'ITCX Regge e - e e 
Real part not ! peripheral i not --
peripheral peripheral 
Imaginary not -- peripheral not 
part peripheral peripheral 
It is interesting to note that for positive signature Regge pole ex-
change , the imaginary part of the total amplitude has a strong central 
component .  This could explain why in I
t=o np + np amplitudes no 
peripheral component1 4al is  observed at 6 GeV/c .  A dual absorptive 
model cannot reproduce this behaviour and therefore it is not sur­
prising in that approach that it fails to describe the positive signa-
ture component of elastic scattering l 4b)  
pomeron . 
5 . 3  Energy dependence and interpretation 
at least with a flat 
At energies around 5 GeV/c ,  it seems therefore true that rotating 
phase Regge amplitudes should be absorbed more strongly than real ones . 
Using the usual assumptions about the analyticity of amplitudes 
and the Phragmen-Lindelof theorem , we may however go a little further 1 5 l : 
l ine reversed reaction amplitudes should be equal in modulus at asymptotic 
energies . There fore , absorption should become equal for real and 
rotating phase amplitude s .  So from analytical properties our effective 
absorption is  bound to vary with energy . This is indicated by our fits 
and the more straightforward observation that effective traj ectories 
are higher than exnec ted ones and that the large t tails seem to 
decrease wi th increas ing energy . There is even an indication of a 
decrease of k which may show that the effective absorption is conver-
ging towards the traditional absorption at high energy . 
The most likely explanation of thi s  energy-dependence , and 
strengthening of absorption at intermediate energy , is the presence 
of Regge-Regge cuts . However ,  their force has to be cons iderably 
increased with respect to box diagram calculation . 
This suggestion may be supported by the following observation . 
If we believe in Schmid ' s  interpretation l 6 )  of the rotating phase , we 
may note that absorption i s  stronger in channels where resonances exi s t .  
The presence of these resonances is related to a higher total cross-
section , which i tself i s  explained in Regge model by secondary poles 
to be added to the Pomeron . The fact that absorption is greater in 
these channe ls is therefore conceivable and due in that approach to 
Regge-Regge cuts . 
Reciprocally it is possible to interpret the effective absorption 
as constructing peripheral resonances in rotating phase amplitudes . It  
should then be noted that we expect more peripheral resonances in odd-
signature amplitudes than even-signature ones . Some central resonances 
should also be present in s-channel exotic reactions . 
6 .  CONCLUSIONS 
From this s tudy it is clear that exchange degenerate SU ( 3 )  symmetr. 
Regge poles provide a reasonable first order in the description of s imple 
charge and hypercharge exchange reactions . At intermediate energy , hew-
ever , rather strong absorption corrections should be included . They 
are characteri zed by the maximum strength compatible with unitarity 
and a very peculiar behaviour under s-u cros s i na _ }I.round 5 GeV/c , of 
-ina 
the two terms 1 and e of the Regge signatcure factor,  the first 
is less absorbed than the latte r .  Asymptotical ly these absorptions 
have to be equal . 
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We arrive at the fol lowing phenomenological picture : in 
reactions dominated by s-channel helicity f l ip , the influence of these 
absorption corrections is negl igible . They are practically unseen on 
differential cross-sections which agree reasonably wel l  with exchange 
degeneracy predictions . When helicity non-f lip dominates , striking 
effects appear such as a s trong break in dcr/dt due to absorption of the 
low waves . Fig . 9  presents a systematic of the effects expected in our 
approach . Posi tive and negative . signature amplitudes pehave differently . 
I t  is clear that the picture obtained is certainly more complicated 
than assumed a priori in the dual absorptive model . The theoretical 
problem is to generate such effects and here we should confess our 
ignorance . 
On the experimental s ide , more precise measurements of charge 
and hypercharge exchange reactions would clarify the situation . From 
our discuss ion , we think that the main emphases have to be put on : 
+ 
a )  accurate measurement of n-p cross-over ; 
b )  precise polarization measurement a t  small t of 
- 0 + 0 K p -+ K n ,  K n -+ K n , and n-p -+ nn ; 
c )  relative normalization o f  np -+ KY and K-p -+  nY , a t  intermediate 
and high energy ; 
d )  careful measurement of the large tail of hypercharge 
exchange reactions ; 
e )  measurement o f  individual helicity amplitudes through A and R 
parame ter measurements up to high ! t i especially in hyper-
charge exchange reactions where it is simpler . 
. "! ::_ je to end tr: i s  talk with the fol lowing speculative 
remark : If i t  is really true that absorption is due to some kind of 
Brems strahlung of i nteracting hadrons it may be useful in orde r to 
unders c:· L·.·� t'e+:+-c' '" absorption to measure " two body reactions "  with the 
emi s .; ion of su1;p le:nentarv pions and s tudy somehow the trans ition 
between two body and inclus ive reactions . Unfortunately the theoretical 
tools are nearly inexi stent apart ,  maybe , from the triple Regge l imit 
analysis of inclus ive cross sections . 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
1 .  Evolution of t he idea o f  absorption 
2 .  s-channel helicity non flip amp l i tude are more sen s i t ive to 
absorption than helici ty flip 
3 .  Our absorption function 
4 .  Some fits to hypercharge exchange reactions di fferential cross s ectio 
5 .  
dcr 
Prediction of polarization in hypercharge exchange from 
dt 
fits . 
6 .  Fit to 11-p + 11 ° n  ampli tude s  and polarization at 6 GeV/c . We .give al so 
the di fferential cross section ( not fitted) . 
7 .  Predictions of 
K-p + K0n at 7 GeV/c 
K+n + Kop at 5 . 5  GeV/c 
r p  + nn at 5 . 9  GeV/ c 
1T+p + K+E+ at 7 GeV/ c 
from 11-p + 11 ° n  amplitude fits . 
8 .  Polarization build up i n  charge and hype.charge exch ange reacti ons . 
9 .  S ummary of expected behaviou:t . 
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b = ( J + 1 1 2 ) / q 
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�brr :b�T-( b_)_......, b 
(Cohen-Tannoud j i - al . ,  Arnold) 
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Exchange degeneracy 
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